LONG ISLAND SCORES 2016

STAR PETITE SOLO
1. TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME SKYE FELICIANO KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO

STAT PETITE DUO/TRIO
1. TRIPLE TAP KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. CANDYMAN KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO

STAR PETITE SMALL GROUP
1. UPTOWN GIRLS ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
2. ROCK AND ROLL KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
3. HOME BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
4. BETTER WHEN I’M DANCIN’ ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
5. BE HAPPY KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO

STAR PETITE LARGE GROUP
1. NICEST KIDS IN TOWN STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO

STAR JUNIOR SOLO
1. CLASSIC MAN OBA AWOLOWO LORI’S DANCE CENTER

STAR JUNIOR DUO/TRIO
1. TOP SCORE-SO BEAUTIFUL LORI’S DANCE CENTER

STAR JUNIOR SMALL GROUP
1. HAPPY DAYZ LORI’S DANCE CENTER

STAR TEEN SOLO
1. GLAD YOU CAME JEN EGAN ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY

STAR TEEN SMALL GROUP
1. TOP SCORE-BURLESQUE ULTIMATE SWEAT ZONE

POWER PETITE SOLO
1. HEARTBREAKER EMMA SANDERS NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
2. TINY DANCER ABIGAIL MILLER DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
POWER PETITE DUO/TRIO
1. TIME AFTER TIME STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
2. ZERO TO HERO STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO

POWER PETITE SMALL GROUP
1. HOME STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
2. SILENT CINEMA STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
3. MOVE STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
4. SPARKLING DIAMONDS DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
5. HO HEY DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE

POWER PETITE LARGE GROUP
1. HOME BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
2. SIGNED SEALED DELIVERED BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
3. POPULAR NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

POWER JUNIOR SOLO (TOP 15)
1. I CAN’T DO IT ALONE ALIZE NEGRETE KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. ENJOY BEING A GIRL SASHA BUKARY U GOTTA DANCE
3. CONTROL SASHA BUKARY U GOTTA DANCE
4. SUGAR CAROLINE QUAST LORI’S DANCE CENTER
5. UPTOWN FUNK EMMA INFANTE KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
6. BROKEN KYLIE PANZNER DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
7. THE POSITION EMMA INFANTE KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
8. NEVER FULLY DRESSED WITHOUT A SMILE FAITH THEOBALD KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
9. LOOKING GOOD JENNA SPINA BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
10. COME GET IT BAE JULIANNA MESSINA U GOTTA DANCE
11. MOVE BROOKE GASPARO DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
12. I’VE GOT NO STRINGS EMMA VECHIO KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
13. PARTY GIRL EMILY SCHWARTZBERG U GOTTA DANCE
14. HOW DO I LOOK HAILEY WORRELL U GOTTA DANCE
15. HIT ME WITH A HOT NOTE AVA SHANLEY CENTER STAGE DANCE & CRATIVE ARTS
POWER JUNIOR DUO/TRIO

1. EVEMEL    KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. TIL WE FALL ASLEEP    DANCE XTREME NY
3. I PUT A SPELL ON YOU    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
4. PARTY PEOPLE    U GOTTA DANCE
5. RUSH HOUR    U GOTTA DANCE
6. MOON DANCE    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
7. EVERY HEART    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
8. SMOKE AND MIRRORS    DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
9. MUSIC MAN    U GOTTA DANCE
10. WASH THAT MAN    U GOTTA DANCE

POWER JUNIOR SMALL GROUP

1. O.T.B    KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. LANDSLIDE    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
3. TAKE FIVE    DANCEHAMPTON
4. I’M NOT AT ALL IN LOVE    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
5. THEME FORM MR BROADWAY    DANCEHAMPTON
6. SING SING SING    DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
7. HERE I COME    U GOTTA DANCE
8. GRAVITY    DANCE XTREME NY
9. COVER GIRLS    KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
10. ANY OTHER WORD    KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO

POWER JUNIOR LARGE GROUP

1. SAVED BY THE BELL    STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
2. TIME TO SAY GOODBYE    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
3. I GOTCHA    DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
4. MR WORLDWIDE    DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
5. HEROS    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
6. SCHOOL DAYS    U GOTTA DANCE
7. HOMeward BOUND    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
8. HONEY I’M GOOD    U GOTTA DANCE
9. SEASONS OF LOVE    DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
10. TAKE BAKK YOUR MINK    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO

POWER JUNIOR LINE/PRODUCTION
1. ANYTHING GOES KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO

**POWER TEEN SOLO**

1. JET SET DYLAN MASKELL U GOTTA DANCE
2. HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN DYLAN MASKELL U GOTTA DANCE
3. TROUBLE SAMANTHA TWOHIG U GOTTA DANCE
4. THAT GIRL ALISON KRINSKY U GOTTA DANCE
5. BURNING HOUSE RACHEL FINZ KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
6. IT MUST HAVE BEEN LOVE SAMANTHA TWOHIG U GOTTA DANCE
7. PAGES OF MY LETTER MOLLY GINSBERG U GOTTA DANCE
8. BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE MOLLY GINSBERG U GOTTA DANCE
9. BLACK MOTION JENNA SEITLER U GOTTA DANCE
10. THE ONE JASON FEE DANCE XTREME NY
11. SITTIN ON THE DOCK OF THE BAY ALYSSSA SCHNEIDER U GOTTA DANCE
12. PEOPLE NICOLE LAPORT LORI’S DANCE CENTER
13. GDFR SYKE AVDAR U GOTTA DANCE
14. AIN’T NOBODY HAILEY TANGEL KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
15. HEY MAMA MARISA PIAZZA LORI’S DANCE CENTER

**POWER TEEN DUO/TRIO**

1. SHINE KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. LIFE OF THE PARTY CENTER STAGE DANCE & CREATIVE ARTS
3. YOU DON’T OWN ME ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
4. UPTOWN FUNK U GOTTA DANCE
5. VIENNA DANCEHAMPTON
6. CONFIDENT CENTER STAGE DANCE & CREATIVE ARTS
7. UNSQUARE DANCEHAMPTON
8. PERSONAL CONFLICT KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
9. WHEREVER YOU WILL GO CENTER STAGE DANCE & CREATIVE ARTS
10. BANG BANG U GOTTA DANCE

**POWER TEEN SMALL GROUP**

1. IT’S A MUSICAL LORI’S DANCE CENTER
2. EMERGENCY ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
3. MISSY MIX ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
4. WHISKY LORI’S DANCE CENTER
5. KEEP BREATHING ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
6. QUEEN FOR A DAY DIVINE DANCE RHYTHMS
7. EMERGENCY LORI’S DANCE CENTER
8. ELASTIC HEART ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
9. EX’S AND OH”S U GOTTA DANCE
POWER TEEN LARGE GROUP

1. VIVA LA VIDA  KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. BAD BOYZ  KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
3. HERO  KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
4. TAKE ME TO CHURCH  U GOTTA DANCE
5. WHITE KEYS  U GOTTA DANCE

POWER TEEN LINE/PRODUCTION

1. ROCK  KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO

POWER SENIOR SOLO

1. I’M STILL HOT  NATALIE SARRA  ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
2. HOT NOTE  EMILY MONAHAAN  ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
3. MARY POPPINS  OLIVIA NEVOLA  LORI’S DANCE STUDIO
4. MEIN HERR  SARAH POWELL  LORI’S DANCE STUDIO
5. RIGHT NOW  KRISTIN DELANEY  LORI’S DANCE STUDIO

POWER SENIOR DUO/TRIO

1. GI GIRLZ  ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
2. AMERICAN BOY  LORI’S DANCE CENTER

POWER SENIOR SMALL GROUP

1. AMERICANO  ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY
2. WATER DANCE  ISLAND DANCE ACADEMY

ENERGY PETITE SOLO

1. DO YOUR THING  GABRIELLE LAROCHE  MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
2. SHINE IT ON  OLIVIA DEROSE  MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
3. FANCY  MARIAH GOMEZ  MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
4. GROVVE ME  JULIA CUCIO  DANCE XTREME NY

ENERGY PETITE DO/TRIO

1. WOMAN BE WISE  DANCE XTREME NY

ENERGY PETITE SMALL GROUP

1. DANCE APOCALYPTIC  DANCE XTREME NY
2. DELILAH  DANCE XTREME NY
ENERGY PETITE LARGE GROUP

TOP SCORE-JOCK JAM BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO

ENERGY JUNIOR SOLO (TOP 15)

1. Locomotion MYA GOMEZ MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
2. The Hymn of Acxiom BROOKE TYLER DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
3. This Joint Is Jumping MYA GOMEZ MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
4. Discobug BROOKE TYLER DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
5. Breakin’ Dishes OLIVIA ANDERSON DANCE XTREME NY
6. Big Time ALINA MIRMAN DANCE XTREME NY
7. Smash SOPHIA SCHINDLAR DANCE XTREME NY
8. My Lair SOPHIA SCHINDLAR DANCE XTREME NY
9. Mad World BRIANNA SANTO MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
10. Your Song SOPHI BRIGHT BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS STUDIO
11. Jungle Drum ALINA MIRMAN DANCE XTREME NY
12. Almost Lidylllic BRIANNA SANTO MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
13. Miss Otis Regrets MADELYN MANDEL NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
14. Willow LENA GARAFALO MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
15. Fragile ANABEL WIENER NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

ENERGY JUNIOR DUO/TRIO

1. Hear Me Now STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
2. You’ve Always Had The Power STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
3. Emergency NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
4. Come To Me NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
5. Yellow DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE

CONTINUED......
ENERGY JUNIOR SMALL GROUP

1. WHY DON’T YOU LOVE ME    DANCE XTREME NY
2. FIVE GUYS NAMED MOE      STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
3. PRETTY GIRLS    DANCE XTREME NY
4. GONNA LOSE YOU    DANCE XTREME NY
5. YOUNG & BEAUTIFUL    DANCE XTREME NY
6. MEIN HERR    STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO
7. STATION    DANCE XTREME NY
8. FREKUM DRESS    DANCE XTREME NY
9. FIDELITY    DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
10. TITANIUM    NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

ENERGY JUNIOR LARGE GROUP

1. SIMPLY WHITE    STEPS AHEAD DANCE STUDIO

ENERGY JUNIOR LINE/PRODUCTION

1. SCENES FROM AN ITALIAN RESTAURANT    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
2. LETS GO TO THE BEACH    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS

ENERGY TEEN SOLO (TOP 15)

1. BANG BANG    GIANNA SCHUPLER    DANCE XTREME NY
2. SAD VIOLIN    NICOLETTE DELUCIA    DANCE XTREME NY
3. SPOKEN RHYTHM    MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
4. OVER THE LOVE    NICOLETTE DELUCIA    DANCE XTREME NY
5. CAN’T MAKE SENSE OF IT    JULIANNA SCHMIDT    BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
6. FAST BOOGIE    ALESSONDRA TUFANO    MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
7. THE WOOD    JIANO MARZANO    DANCE XTREME NY
8. AIN’T NOBODY    JIANO MARZANO    DANCE XTREME NY
9. THE ANSWER    MICHAELA MCMANUS    MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
10. DANGEROUS    SAGE THOMAS    DANCE XTREME NY
11. HEAVEN    ANGELINA VACCO    DANCE XTREME NY
12. RIDE    TATJANA BUDESHEIM    DANCE XTREME NY
13. TAKE ME TO CHURCH    ALLY SLAVIN    NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
14. SALVATION    SOPHIE HABER    NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
15. HOLY GRAIL    GIANNA ANDERSON    DANCE XTREME NY
CONTINUED....

ENERGY TEEN DUO/TRIO

1. THAT BOY DANCE XTREME NY
2. LAY DOWN DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
3. SHUT UP AND DANCE KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
4. 14 DAYS DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
5. HALELUJAH BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
6. BEST FRIEND DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
7. GROWN WOMAN BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
8. BEGIN AGAIN DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
9. VIA DOLOROSA U GOTTA DANCE
10. STUCK ON YOU DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE

ENERGY TEEN SMALL GROUP

1. NEVER DIE DANCE XTREME NY
2. WOMAN U GOTTA DANCE
3. SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
4. THE ROSE BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
5. MIRRORS NORTHSHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
6. SALSA CALIENTE BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS
7. WE FOUND DANCE XTREME NY
8. HERE I COME NORTHSHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
9. LIGHTS OUT U GOTTA DANCE
10. SORRY U GOTTA DANCE

ENERGY TEEN LARGE GROUP

1. RUN DANCE XTREME NY
2. MIMES DANCE XTREME NY
3. LOOK AT ME DANCE XTREME NY
4. TIL IT HAPPENS TO YOU DANCE XTREME NY
5. TO BUILD A HOME BODY LANGUAGE DANCE AND THEATRE ARTS

ENERGY TEEN LINE/PRODUCTION

TOP SCORE-ANGELS VS DEMONS DANCE XTREME NY
CONTINUED....

ENERGY SENIOR SOLO

1. JE TAIMÉ JULIA SCOLERI DANCE XTREME NY
2. SMALL THINGS AMANDA-JO CURRAO DANCE XTREME NY
3. NEAR LIGHT HALEY SCHMICH DIVINE RYTHMS DANCE
4. JACKSON D JACQUELYN DEROSA KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
5. SPELL ROSEY OZIMKOWSKI DANCE XTREME NY
6. FLY BEFORE YOU FALL JULIA SCOLERI DANCE XTREME NY
7. IN DA CLUB ALEXANDRA GOULD KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
8. LET HIM GO JESSICA COHEN NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS
9. AQUARIUM HALEY SCHMICH DIVINE RYTHMS DANCE
10. WRITING ON THE WALL JASON FAUSER DANCE EXTREME NY

ENERGY SENIOR SOLO

1. TIME KELLIE’S DANCE STUDIO
2. WAKING UP DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE
3. LIGHTS NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

ENERGY SENIOR SMALL GROUP

1. VALENTINE’S DAY DANCE XTREME NY
2. LIPSTICK NORTH SHORE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
3. BODY DANCE XTREME NY

STUDIO OF EXCELLENCE AWARD

DIVINE RYTHMS DANCE

MSA AGENCY INTERVIEW RECIPIENTS

*THIS MEETING IS PURELY INFORMATIONAL AND IS NOT ABOUT POSSIBLE REPRESENTATION

PETITE-GABRIELLE LAROCHE MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
JUNIOR-BRIANNA SANTO MOBA DANCE ACADEMY
TEEN-GIANNA SCHUPLER DANCE XTREME NY
SENIOR-ROSEY OZIMKOWSKI DANCE XTREME NY
PHOTOGENIC AWARD

12 AND UNDER-LAUREN RUSSO  DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE

13 AND OVER-NIKKI RINAUDO-CONNESSI  DIVINE RHYTHMS DANCE

SPECIAL JUDGES AWARDS

PERFORMANCE- GI GIRLZ , ANYTHING GOES, IT'S A MUSICAL

CHOREOGRAPHY-SMALL THINGS, HOME, TO BUILD A HOME

TECHNIQUE-ELASTIC HEART, ANGELS VS DEMONS

THE END